
The Business Brief  Assignment 
The Business Communication Lab,

Sam M. Walton College of  Business, University of  Arkansas

Presenter
Presentation Notes
WCOB 118Open M-F 8am-8pm Oct. 9th-13thThe brief is due Sunday, the 15th.Give an overview of what the presentation will be about – we’re going to briefly recap the Week 5 presentation, introduce the business brief assignment, provide tips for success, and then discuss the resources available to them that’ll help them complete the assignment. 



Business writing assignment: 
business brief

Due on October 15th at 11:59 pm  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You will have a business writing assignment, to construct a professional brief recommending diversity programs and giving relevant research. We will get more into the prompt and rubric in a moment, but keep in mind what all you need to be focusing on to adequately write your brief. Note that the brief will be due the Sunday of fall break—so plan accordingly!



To Recap…

Business Communication vs. Academic Writing

• Audience-driven
• Goal-minded
• Front-loaded

• Personal opinions
• “Fluff ” language
• Build-up to reveal

Presenter
Presentation Notes
-Audience-driven: You’ll have to think about things like the power differential between you and the audience (are they your boss? Are you their boss?), what they already know vs. what they don’t know, how they will receive your message, and how to make your message relevant to their concerns/needs.-Goal-minded: Your purpose (make persuasive, plausible recommendations) should always be kept in your mind as you write.-Front-loaded: Get to the point of your communication quickly and clearly. Do not build anticipation or delay your point for some stylistic effect (start with your recommendations and then provide evidence)Note from Ryan: Please reiterate that their business brief assignments will test their ability to consider their audience, communicate with a goal in mind, and to front-load their information. We want the students to view this presentation as useful for their time in the biz college, useful for the biz brief assignment, and a way to begin developing job-ready communication skills



Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is a business brief: a business brief is a short document that typically solves a problem. The problem you have is the title of the assignment – recommending what retention programs will help WBF. Please note that you do not need a recruitment program; you need a retention program. By retention, we mean that WBF cannot keep certain groups of employees from leaving. What they want is a program that will help them retain diverse, inclusive talent. In short, what they want is for you to solve a business problem.What they do not want are your opinions on diversity and inclusion. The primary goal is to help the company succeed, not provide them with your personal thoughts/opinions. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
1. As I mentioned previously, knowing your audience and your goals are vitally important – which is why they’re the first thing on the rubric! 2. Organization and synthesis – we’ll discuss those at length in a moment – help your reader move through the document with ease and understand your points & why they matter3. Professionalism and style matter because you want your writing to be concise and thus easily readable/pleasurable to read and because having a professional, balanced tone will engage readers instead of alienating them4. You don’t want to seem sloppy/careless, which is what an abundance of errors communicates. Also, it hurts your credibility and mutes the effect of your recommendation5. Genre conventions and format – if it doesn’t look like a brief or seems off, I might have trouble understanding what you’re telling me/trusting your ideas 



• Is front-loaded and audience driven

• Has a clear recommendation

Business brief

• Synthesis > Summary

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Front-loading means- Make your recommendation first, then follow with relevant support & evidence. Be clear & concise. If you recommend something, it should be clear that that is your recommendation. Consider what your audience needs to know. If they are asking for a recommendation on a diversity policy, you do not need to define diversity OR give a history of the company. They know who they are. Your job is to gather data/information and SYNTHESIZE the information to form a recommendation. Synthesis is not summary, but the bringing together of multiple texts to make a larger statement or prove a thesis (claim). We will talk more about how to do this in a few minutes. Keep in mind, a business brief needs to be brief. This isn’t a research essay. It should be straightforward and skip unnecessary details.



The focus

• What recommendations do you make for 
retention policies?
o Always back-up your recommendation!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The main focus of the business brief will be on what you recommend for WBF retention policies to have diverse recruitment and retainment. Since you are in a professional environment, keep in mind that you have to back up your recommendation with cited research. How many policies do you need? ---2 policiesHow many sources do you need? ---4 sources



• Who is your audience?

• What do they know?

• What do they need to know?

Audience

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Your audience is always the key when it comes to business communication. They determine your tone and content. Consider who your audience is. For your assignment, they are executives in the company, so they know the company history, what they have asked you to do, and how policies work. There is no need to tell them any background / context of the brief, why you are writing it, what is means to you, etc. Instead focus on what they need to know. How can you give them the necessary information but avoid being irrelevant? 



How do I start?

• Consider your audience:  WBF executives 
• Consider your job: Research and recommend
• Consider what is needed: 2 concise suggestions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You are an outside consultant, so your audience is WBF executives who want to know what your researched answer is to their problem. In the business world, you can’t base a suggestion off of a deep-seated opinion. Your job is to recommend programs based on your research, which you must make clear to them. To recommend something, you must synthesize it.



How do I do my “job?”

• Analyze facts
• Locate patterns
• Rank importance
• Provide recommendation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Your goal is to make a clear, concise, and comprehensive recommendation to WBF. First you need to analyze and gather what you know about diversity programs.Second, you should locate patterns in what other corporations do and what the main problems are/how to solve them. Third, rank the importance of the various programs. Which are the top two to suggest and why?Lastly, write your official recommendation. Remember that you have to keep in mind the tone you are using and the content. You are doing the research and analysis so others don’t have to. In order to write a successful brief, you must conduct quality research. This means you will conduct this process across multiple texts and synthesize the data to form your recommendation. 



SYNTHESIZE, DON’T SUMMARIZE! 

Synthesis means putting 
parts of an element 
together to make a whole.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What does it mean to synthesize? To synthesize means to combine parts to make a whole. For example: salt (pictured above). The three separate elements have combined to make something new. In writing, synthesis helps form an argument. The goal is to show how the different texts work together to prove your argument. For example:T-Pain wants to remodel his house and gets quotes from several contractors. He is synthesizing this information in order to make an informed decision about how to proceed with his remodeling project.A scientist, attempting to prove that potato chips are nutritious, cites data from multiple charts, tables, and graphs. The scientist is synthesizing these visuals to support her thesis because she knows that without plenty of empirical evidence to back her up, her audience will be skeptical. *Note: The scientist would not have a separate paragraph dedicated to each chart, but would integrate the data into a larger point that contributes to her argument. An employee recommending that his company implement a diversity policy might compare and contrast several diversity policies that other companies use. The employee will use this information to determine what his own company’s diversity policy should look like.Ask: How will analyzing the similarities and differences between texts help make a larger statement or prove the claim I am making?



How do I approach the readings?

• What matters?
• What matches?
• Where did it come from?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When examining the texts, you need to keep in mind to only note relevant information. What really matters to you? What matters to WBF?When you transition from reading to reading, keep in mind that you have to build your evidence for your recommendation. So, keep an eye out for material that matches up with each other, and the company (is the program plausible for the size?)Since you will be putting research in your brief, you have to cite it. Keep track of where your information is coming from and how credible it is. Use the credible resources provided—if you find something outside what is provided-ask yourself, is it credible?Where did it come from? Who wrote it? Etc.



Integrating sources

• Make it flow
• Always give credit
• Paraphrase

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You will be using multiple sources in your brief, and should know how to integrate your resources smoothly. Keep in mind that unintentional plagiarism is a punishable crime. *Know how to cite & cite correctly. Quotes/sources do not stand alone. They need to be introduced and explained. You can do this by introducing your sources and using parenthetical citations. This structure will make your argument easier to follow. Do not rely too heavily on quoting sources. Your audience can read, so rather than regurgitating the article word-for-word, translate some difficult ideas into your own words. This is called paraphrasing. *Cite ALL paraphrased information that you take from the sources. *Paraphrasing is not changing every other word, but putting the information in your own terms. Example:Bad---Paraphrasing isn’t switching words around, but saying it in your own way.Good--- Rearranging information that you have learned, but not using word for word, is called paraphrasing. 		



Correct references page format
Have a centered title

Have a space between resources

List your sources 
alphabetically in APA 
format

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Your references page does not count in your required pages. Title should be centered and read “References.”A space should exist between each resource you list.Sources should be listed alphabetically in APA format. *For help with APA format, see the guide on our website.



Correct brief  format

1 inch 
margins

Title with a line break

Left-
aligned

No page 
numbers 
needed

1 line break

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Use a 12 point, readable font. Everything should be left aligned. No need for indentions!One inch margins all the way around your paper.You will need a title, but it doesn’t need to be flashy. This is still a business brief.Have a space under the title and have a line of space under each paragraph.Keep in mind that this is not a letter, so you do not need to have a signature at the end of your paper. You do need to have a header, though. Since it is short, there is no need to have page numbers.



Revise, revise, revise

Re-read
Edit
Repeat

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before you submit your brief, you need to re-read the prompt, and then re-read your brief. Think back to this presentation and make sure that you are meeting every point we have discussed. Utilize the model and rubric we have on our website. One of the biggest mistakes I see is lacking citations and not following the correct format. A tip on editing is to not do it immediately after you write your draft. Instead, let it sit for a day and then come back to edit. If you can, read it out loud to check the flow of your brief or any small grammatical mistakes you might have made.A little bit of revision WILL separate you. Simple editing goes a long way when it comes to being a good communicator/writer. 



Use your resources!

Make an appointment with the BCL

walton.mywconline.com

Check out our online resources
https://wordpressua.uark.edu/bclresources/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SPEAKER NOTE: Have these sites open before you present.Go to website. Click “Business Writing.” Click “Synthesis” and demo resource for students. 

https://wordpressua.uark.edu/bclresources/


Screenshots of fall schedule//how to make an 
appointment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tell them that if they’ve never used our services before, they’ll need to “Register for an account” – once they click on that, they’ll fill out a form and create a username/password.Mention that their UARK credentials won’t immediately log them in; our online scheduler is a non-UARK website, which is why they’ll have to create an account.



Screenshots of fall schedule//how to make an 
appointment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s the schedule. It is divided into 15’ increments – we recommend each FBC business brief appointment be 15’ long.Let’s say you want to schedule a time with Jon at 11am – he looks like he’s free then because the schedule blocks are white. You can see what times are available by color – if the block has changed colors, then he is busy working with another student. If the block is white, that means the tutor is available to work with you at that time.So, if you click on that block for 11-11.15am, here’s what happens….



Presenter
Presentation Notes
…..this pop-up window will appear. Yes, to use our scheduler, you’ll likely have to turn off your pop-up blocker. For FBC, we strongly recommend you come in person; there’s no substitute for meeting face-to-face…Also, please fill out all the information the form requests – having all of this information helps us target our feedback and makes your appointment run more smoothly.



Screenshots of FBC Blackboard//how to submit

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s the FBC page – it’s under “FBC Writing Exercise” Show them where to submit it; the next slide shows what happens when you click “Submit your business brief here”



Screenshots of FBC Blackboard//how to submit

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Have them upload a word document or pdf to Blackboard – we recommend that they not use the “Text Submission” button.They can either use the “Browse my computer” button or just drag and drop their file in the box/area.Remind them to click “Submit” – the file won’t upload as a submission unless you click the green submit button.



• Grades will be posted within 2 weeks of  the 
deadline

• Your score is determined by a rubric
o Purpose & Audience
o Organization & Synthesis
o Professionalism & Style
o Grammar & Punctuation
o Genre conventions & Format

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Since we are grading all of the briefs, the expected turnaround time is 2 weeks. Your individual scores will be based on a rubric, which you can access through the FBC Workshop tab on our website. The rubric has 5 categories:Purpose and audience, which focuses on whether or not you understand the purpose of the brief, who you are talking to, and gave recommendations.Organization and synthesis ensures that you have a coherent, factually supported, and logically organized recommendation.The professionalism and style category is for your professional, yet conversational tone. You need to be appropriate, engaging, and have concise phrasing.Grammar and punctuation is exactly what you think it is- your reader should have no trouble reading and understanding the brief. If you make these types of errors it will lessen your credibility. Genre conventions and format is broken into following the format given in the model and having APA cited sources when needed.



Final tips

• Front-load
• Consider your audience
• Recommend with facts
• Synthesize
• Edit and get feedback!



Visit the Business Communication Lab, WCOB 118

Check our website, online schedule, or social media 
(#WaltonBCL, @Walton_BCL) for additional resources

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SPEAKER NOTE: Have these sites open before you present.

https://walton.uark.edu/business-communication-lab/
https://walton.mywconline.com/
https://www.facebook.com/WaltonBCL
https://twitter.com/Walton_BCL
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